CAR-CHEM
MANUFACTURING

A WORD FROM THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
Car-Chem Ltd, to me, is more than just a business, it is a passion. I have created
a company, alongside my team, that offers a truly bespoke service to our clients.
No two days are the same, and no two clients are the same, which is an ethos
that we adhere to. This runs through our development and portfolio of products.
I can assure you that my team will go to the lengths required to ensure our partnership is a success,
and as an active director in the day to day running of the business, I am never far away. There is no
doubt in my mind that we have, exactly what you require.

“

I look forward to welcoming
you to the Car-Chem family,
and supporting your business
in the Car-Chem way.

Luke Fletcher

Managing Director

”
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OUR PRODUCT RANGE
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SUPER SUDS SHAMPOO
CODE: CC200

Car-Chem Super Suds Shampoo is a luxurious, high concentration car shampoo,
which has been formulated with ease of use and versatility in mind. We have put
this product through vigorous testing to ensure it is fully compatible for use on
vehicles with a variety of waxes, sealants and ceramic coatings, so that you do
not need to worry about last stage protection deterioration.
How To Use

1.	Add 4 pumps of shampoo to 20 litres of warm water.
2.	Hose down your entire vehicle to ensure all surfaces are wet.
3.	Working your way from the top to the bottom use your shampoo and a wash mitt to wash
the vehicle.
4. Give the vehicle a final rinse to remove all suds.
5. Dry as normal.

Top Tip

For best results use deionised water, if possible, when washing your vehicle.

IRON DETOX
CODE: CC203

Car-Chem Iron Detox has been developed from our award winning iron
contaminant remover formulation. A product that is both touchless and
tells you when it is working to remove brake dust, dirt and grime.
How To Use

1. Spray the ready to use formulation across the wheels surface and in all hard to reach places.
2.	Wait up to 3 minutes and watch the product turn from a colourless solution to a deep red as
brake dust, dirt and grime begin to break down.
3. Rinse off excess product.
4.	If necessary, repeat and agitate with a wheel brush on ingrained contamination.

Top Tip

Car-Chem Iron Detox can be used on any area of the vehicles exterior that may have iron
contamination, by following the above directions.
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CLEAR VIEW GLASS CLEANER
CODE: CC202

Car-Chem Clear View Glass Cleaner is perfect for cleaning and refreshing all
glass and mirrored surfaces, as well as lights and chrome trims. This product is
designed to be safe to use on tinted glass and leave behind a streak free finish.
How To Use

1. Spray a fine mist of Clear View Glass Cleaner on to the required surface.
2.	Dry the surface using a lint free cloth such as a microfiber.
3. Use a second cloth to polish.

Top Tip

For your interior glass, spray product directly on to a microfiber cloth and apply to avoid overspray.

PRE SOAK SNOWFOAM
CODE: CC201

Car-Chem Pre Soak Snowfoam is a concentrated high foaming, powerful cleaning
formula that has been uniquely designed to be used with Snowfoam lances. The
thick foam clings to the entire exterior of your vehicle to break down excess dirt,
dust, and grime to leave behind a prepped surface for washing.
How To Use

1. Add 100ml-150ml of solution to a foam lance bottle.
2. Top up with water.
3.	Spray the dilution under pressure on to the entire surface of the vehicle.
4. Allow to react for up to 5 minutes.
5. Rinse off and follow with a shampoo wash.

Top Tip

If you do not have a foam lance, Car-Chem Pre Soak Snowfoam can be used at your desired
dilution ratio through a jet wash chemical feed.
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TYRE & TRIM DRESS
CODE: CC300

Car-Chem Tyre & Trim Dress provides the perfect finish to all tyres, plastics and
rubber trims, whilst leaving behind a protective barrier that is resistant to road
debris. Formulated to be fast drying to prevent fling so you can get going again
quickly.
How To Use

1. Clean, rinse and dry the trim and tyres prior to dressing.
2.	Lightly spray the required surface and wipe over with an applicator.
3. Leave to dry.
4. Layer to achieve a higher gloss finish.

Top Tip

If you are working in windy conditions, apply Car-Chem Tyre & Trim Dress directly to an applicator
and apply to the required surface to prevent overspray on to your paint work. For ongoing
protection, apply Car-Chem Tyre & Trim Dress after every vehicle wash.

HYDRO SEAL
CODE: CC301

Car-Chem Hydro Seal is a quick and easy way to apply a short term last stage
protection, providing an unmatched water beading to all exterior surfaces.
How To Use

1. Wash your vehicle as normal.
2. Rinse to ensure all suds are removed.
3.	Apply a light mist of Car-Chem Hydro Seal to the entire exterior while still wet.
4. Rinse off to see instant hydrophobic effects.
5. Dry as normal.

Top Tip

Car-Chem Hydro Seal will last wash after wash, but to increase longevity subsequent top up coats
can be applied to a wet surface.
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REFRESH ODOUR ELIMINATOR
CODE: CC103

Car-Chem Refresh Odour Eliminator is formulated to break down and remove
all bad odours within the interior of your entire vehicle. Our unique blend
encapsulates and eliminates bad odour molecules whilst at the same time,
leaving a pleasant and refreshing fragrance behind for weeks.
How To Use

1. Spray product liberally throughout the interior and directly on to fabrics.
2. Wipe over any hard surfaces to remove residue.

Top Tip

For a higher performance, spray Refresh Odour Eliminator throughout your interior with the
air conditioning on high and the doors closed. Allow to work through your system for up to
10 minutes.

INTERIOR CLEAN COAT
CODE: CC101

Car-Chem Interior Clean Coat is a duel performance, multi-purpose cleaner and
dressing that is quick and easy to apply to all interior rubber, plastic and hard
surfaces. In addition to the cleaning and protecting properties, Interior Clean Coat
will rejuvenate and restore neglected surfaces, bringing them back to life.
How To Use

1. Apply Interior Clean Coat directly to dashboards, door panels and centre consoles.
2.	Wipe over with a microfiber towel to leave a crisp finish.

Top Tip

You can dilute Car-Chem Interior Clean Coat and apply as instructed above, leaving you with a
satin finish throughout your interior, whilst enabling you to clean on the go.
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ALL CLEAN
CODE: CC100

Car-Chem All Clean is a multifunctional all-purpose cleaner, great for both a
deep clean as well as routine maintenance. Suitable on all surfaces including
undercarriages, door jams, and all those hard to reach places. Car-Chem All Clean
also contains specialist surfactants which break down grease making it ideal for
engine bay cleaning.
How To Use

1. Spray Car-Chem All Clean directly on to the surface you wish to clean.
2.	Wipe over with a microfiber cloth until no residue remains.
3. Repeat if necessary.
4.	For heavy cleaning allow the product to soak in to the surface for up to 5 minutes, scrubbing
with a brush if required, and finish with a rinse of water and dry.

Top Tip

For routine maintenance, Car-Chem All Clean can be diluted up to 10 to 1 with water, for day to
day upkeep.

LEATHER 2IN1
CODE: CC102

Car-Chem Leather 2in1 is our dual action leather cleaner and conditioner. A must
have for regular and efficient maintenance of all leather interiors. Not only does
Leather 2in1 clean your leather, it then moisturises, replenishes natural oils and
extends the life of your leather.
How To Use

1.	Spray the product directly on to the leather you wish to treat.
2.	Spread using an applicator pad, evenly across the surface.
3.	Wipe over with a microfiber towel to absorb any excess product.

Top Tip

Apply Car-Chem Leather Armour, found on our website, to give an added level of protection to all
your leather.
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ALL IN ONE POLISH
CODE: CC302

Car-Chem All in One Polish has been designed and formulated to perform at the
highest of levels, offering your vehicle long term protection and an intense highgloss appearance. Our All in One Polish also contains abrasives and fillers to help
remove any paint work defects, leaving a carnauba wax finish. Benefits include
defence against road debris, UV rays and general wear and tear.
How To Use

1. Complete a full vehicle clean as usual.
2.	Using a machine polisher or manual application pad, spread All in One Polish over each section
of your exterior following the contours.
3. Allow the polish to dry to a haze.
4. Remove with a clean microfiber towel or buffer.

Top Tip

Ensure you are working out of direct sunlight whenever you are using a polish compound and
check that your vehicle is cool to the touch prior to application.

CERAMIC SUDS
CODE: CC204

Ceramic Suds is a SiO2 based, 200 to 1 concentrate car shampoo. Ceramic Suds
will cut through dirt with ease. Formulated with the highest-grade surfactants
to give a deep, safe clean to your vehicle’s exterior, along with the latest SiO2
technology which results in a protective hydrophobic layer.
How To Use

1.	Rinse your car first to loosen any dirt, alternatively you can use one of Car-Chem’s Snowfoams
as a pre-wash.
2.	Add 50ml of Ceramic Suds to a 10ltr bucket and top up with warm water.
3.	Using a wash mitt, apply the solution to your vehicles surface to clean, working from the top
down, making sure all areas are covered.
4.	Finally, rinse before the product dries.

Top Tip

For even better beading add a small amount of product direct to the wash mitt before rinsing,
and wipe over your vehicles exterior.
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QUICK TOUCH WATERLESS SPRAY WAX
CODE: CC303

Quick Touch is the result of years of research and development. This product
has been formulated to offer both cleaning and waxing in one easy application,
encapsulating surface contamination, and safely removing it from the vehicles
surface prior to wiping clean. Leaving your vehicle with a deep, wax protected
shine.
How To Use

1.	Spray product on to a clean microfibre cloth along with a small amount directly to the
vehicles surface.
2.	Wipe over your vehicles surface in a cross hatch motion, one panel at a time.
3.	Use another clean microfibre cloth to buff, leaving a wax layer on your vehicles paintwork.

Top Tip

Layer for increased wax protection and longevity. Harmful to aquatic life with long lasting effects.
Avoid release to the environment.

HYDROCOAT HYBRID CERAMIC INFUSED TECHNOLOGY
CODE: CC304

HydroCoat Hybrid is our vehicle bodywork sealant. Manufactured using liquid
glass (SiO2) and specialist silicone infused technology to create a ceramic sealant
for detailers both professional and beginner alike. HydroCoat Hybrid forms a
strong bond with your vehicles body work, by creating a cross linking, self cleaning
barrier.
How To Use

1.	Spray a small amount on to a polishing pad or ceramic sponge, and work in a cross hatch
motion, one panel at a time.
2.	Allow to cure for 5 minutes, or until the solution has dried to a haze.
3.	Use a clean microfibre cloth to buff.

Top Tip

Use in conjunction with Car-Chem Ceramic Suds to form a continual barrier.
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HYDRO QD QUICK DETAILER
CODE: CC306

Hydro QD is a super quick and easy formula to apply. Hydro QD will enhance your
last stage protection by adding a microscopic thin layer of sealant, via specialist
polymer technology. At the same time Hydro QD will clean and detail your vehicle
with ease.
How To Use

1.	Lightly mist the area you would like to treat.
2.	Using a clean microfibre cloth, wipe the product over the paintwork.
3.	Once the entire vehicle has been treated. Buff with a second clean microfibre cloth.

Top Tip

Apply in a shaded area, out of direct sunlight.

TYRE GEL
CODE: CC307

Our Tyre Gel is a high gloss tyre sealant. Containing high grade silicone and white
oil; it will leave the tyre looking replenished and new. This highly effective, long
lasting formula will protect your tyre wall from cracking and browning.
How To Use

1. Make sure your tyre is clean prior to application.
2.	Apply directly to the tyre wall, or on to a foam applicator.
3.	Make sure the whole wall is covered but not the tread.
4.	Wipe away any residue prior to driving.

Top Tip

Leave to soak in until the solvent has flashed off before driving, this normally takes around
30 minutes depending on ambient temperature.
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HEAVY CUT COMPOUND
CODE: CC310

Heavy Cut Compound is our first of 3 stages of cutting compounds. This aggressive
formula is designed to even out your vehicles paintwork which requires heavy
refinement. Formulated with essential oils; which help to evenly spread the
abrasives over your paintwork, to give a level finish.
How To Use

1. Suitable for both rotary and dual action polishing systems.
2.	Apply 2-5 pea sized drops of product to an automatic machine polisher.
3.	Working on a small area at a time and using a low speed; spread the compound.
4.	Turn up the speed to your required intensity and continue to work the compound over
the vehicles paintwork.
5.	Once the polish has dried to a haze, buff with a clean microfibre until no residue remains.

Warning: Please take care when using Heavy Cut Compound as misuse can
damage paintwork.

Top Tip

Apply inside or in a shaded area.

MEDIUM CUT COMPOUND DEMINISHING ABRASIVE CHEMISTRY
CODE: CC309

Medium Cut Compound is our second of 3 stages of cutting compounds. This
compound is designed to refine scratches and swirl marks on the vehicles
paintwork. Formulated with diminishing abrasives and kaolin clay to help refine
and cleanse your vehicles paintwork.
How To Use

1. Suitable for both rotary and dual action polishing systems.
2.	Apply 2-5 pea sized drops of product to an automatic machine polisher.
3.	Working on a small area at a time and using a low speed; spread the compound.
4.	Turn up the speed to your required intensity and continue to work the compound over
the vehicles paintwork.
5.	Once the polish has dried to a haze, buff with a clean microfibre until no residue remains.

Top Tip

Apply inside or in a shaded area.
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LIGHT CUT COMPOUND DEMINISHING ABRASIVE CHEMISTRY
CODE: CC308

Light Cut Compound is our final of 3 stages of cutting compounds. This compound
is designed as a final stage prior to applying either a finishing polish or protection.
Formulated with diminishing abrasives and kaolin clay to help refine and cleanse
the cars paintwork.
How To Use

1. Suitable for both rotary and dual action polishing systems.
2.	Apply 2-5 pea sized drops of product to an automatic machine polisher.
3.	Working on a small area at a time and using a low speed; spread the compound.
4.	Turn up the speed to your required intensity and continue to work the compound over
the vehicles paintwork.
5.	Once the polish has dried to a haze, buff with a clean microfibre until no residue remains.

Top Tip

Apply inside or in a shaded area.

G&T GLUE & TAR REMOVER
CODE: CC207

G&T is a highly effective glue and tar remover. The formula is designed for direct
removal of tar or glue contamination on all types of paintwork.
How To Use

1. Spray G&T directly to the area you wish to treat.
2. Allow to soak in for up to 1 minute.
3. Wipe with a clean microfibre cloth.

Warning: This product is only designed for use on your vehicles exterior
paintwork. Not to be used on any other surfaces.

Top Tip

Once applied, agitate with a soft brush for a deeper clean.
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PREP PANEL WIPE
CODE: CC206

Prep is our degreasing panel wipe. When applying your last stage protection it
needs to bond correctly to your vehicles surface. Prep is designed to remove any
final residue, and grease; leaving your vehicles paintwork contamination free and
ready for sealing.
How To Use

1.	Spray Prep directly on to your vehicles exterior paintwork, and a small amount to a clean,
lint free microfibre cloth.
2.	Continue to wipe over until the solution has completely evaporated, leaving a clean,
contamination free finish.

Top Tip

This product doubles up as a great glass cleaner.

ALLOY CLEAN
CODE: CC205

Alloy Clean is an acid free pH neutral wheel cleaner. Offering a deep rich clean
to your rims, and at the same time, will maintain the lustre of any sealant.
How To Use

1. Spray directly on to your alloy wheel.
2.	Allow to soak in for up to 5 minutes, during this time agitate with a wheel brush.
3.	Using a strong jet of water, rinse the wheel to finish. Repeat if necessary.

Top Tip

Use Sapphire ceramic wax on the rims to protect and seal your wheels and help reduce surface
contamination.
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CERAMIC COAT*
CODE: CC400

Ceramic Coat is the ultimate nano car paint protection system to protect against
harmful effects like acid rain, bird droppings, scratches, UV Damage and bad
washing technique. Ceramic Coat is applied to the vehicles paint work with an
easy application giving 3 years durable and hassle free protection.
How To Use

1.	Place 4 to 5 drops of the 9H coating on a foam pad and lightly apply on to the cars paintwork,
evenly by using a cross hatch pattern (horizontally then vertically).
2. Wait 1-3 minutes depending on the temperature of the working environment. You will see
faint separation or ‘flash off’ when it is ready for the next step.
3. Using a clean lint free microfiber towel, gently wipe the treated areas in straight lines to
remove any excess coating, and to level out any ‘high spots’. Use only very light pressure,
just enough to keep the microfiber towel in your hand. Do not create excess friction.
4. Next flip to a clean high pile microfiber and repeat the buffing. Again, use only very light
pressure, so no excess friction is created.
5. Finally check the panel for uneven coating or ‘high spots’. Lightly even out the coating
if required.

Top Tip

Apply in 2’×2’ (60cm x 60cm) sections. DO NOT WET OR TOUCH THE PAINT WORK FOR 24
HOURS. We suggest not using the vehicle for 24 hours after coating. DO NOT WASH FOR 3 DAYS
to allow for max cure and hardness.

GLOSS COAT*
CODE: CC401

Gloss Coat protects your vehicle’s body shell from environmental damages and
increases gloss and UV protection in conjunction with Ceramic Coat. Gloss Coat
protects your paintwork from watermarks, dirt and damage, leaving an ultraglossy glass finish that lasts.
How To Use

1. Shake well before use.
2.	Spray the product evenly onto the surface of the vehicle (no need to allow to dry).
3.	Using a dry microfiber, gently wipe the product across the application area, first horizontal and
then vertically, for even coverage.
4.	Use a second soft microfiber towel to polish and buff to complete the application process for
the treated area.
5.	Repeat, panel by panel until the vehicles paintwork has been fully covered and polished to a
gloss finish.

*Ceramic Coat and Gloss Coat are sold, and used, together.

Top Tip

It is recommended this product is reapplied every 3 to 6 months to ensure longer-lasting
protection and shine.
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SAPPHIRE CERAMIC WAX
CODE: CC305

Sapphire is a Ceramic Wax. Using 21st Century technology; this high-grade
ceramic wax contains the highest grades of carnauba, montan and bee waxes,
along with natural fruit extract oils and SiO2 ceramics, all within a natural base.
Sapphire is designed for ease of use, giving great results by protecting your
vehicles surface from contamination.
How To Use

1. Make sure your vehicle has been fully prepared and decontaminated.
2.	Apply Sapphire with a foam or sponge applicator pad, in small circular
motions, one panel at a time.
3.	Once the entire vehicles bodywork is coated, buff using a clean
microfibre cloth.

Top Tip

Apply in a shaded area. For maximum protection, do not drive your vehicle for 24 hours after
application.
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CONTACT DETAILS

Car-Chem Ltd. Unit 11
Hazelford Way Industrial Estate
Newstead, Nottinghamshire
NG15 0DQ, England
T: +44 (0)1623 723207
E: info@car-chem.co.uk
www.car-chem.co.uk
www.carchemmanufacturing.co.uk

Car-Chem is part of the Chem Group.
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